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Introducing the EVGA Z12 Gaming Keyboard, the entry level EVGA Z12 keyboard with IP32 Spill-Resistant to
protect against accidental mishaps while gaming. With 5 zone RGB, dedicated media keys, macro keys, and
Cherry stem compatible keycaps, the Z12 is a great introduction into EVGA's Z-Series gaming keyboards.
Spill Resistant
Accidents can happen. With IP32-rated spill resistance, the EVGA Z12 RGB gaming keyboard is capable of
withstanding accidental spills to keep you covered.
Enhanced Controllability
Five dedicated and programmable macro keys, plus a full set of media keys give you full control at your fingertips.
Cherry MX Style Keycaps Compatible
A standard layout and Cherry MX-style stems allow you to use any custom Cherry MX stem compatible keycaps.
Ergonomics
Connect an optional EVGA Premium Magnetic Palm Rest to the gaming keyboard and type comfortably with the
smooth foam that protects your wrists.
*EVGA Premium Magnetic Palm Rest sold separately
Illuminate
EVGA Z12 features 5 zones of customizable RGB LEDs. Full control via the EVGA UNLEASH RGB software.
To learn more about the EVGA Z12 Gaming Keyboard, visit
https://www.evga.com/articles/01507/evga-z12-keyboard/

About EVGA

EVGA is the #1 NVIDIA authorised partner in channel sales throughout North America and UK. Based on the
philosophy of intelligent innovation, market knowledge, and the real time operation, EVGA continues to identify the
need in the market place and providing the solution to that need. By offering product differentiation, a 90 day
Step-Up programme, and other customer focused programmes, EVGA is a clear leader in all categories: etail,
retail, distribution, and system integration. With headquarters in Brea, CA, EVGA's global coverage includes EVGA
GmbH in Munich, EVGA LATAM in Miami, and EVGA Hong Kong. For further information online about EVGA, visit:
http://eu.evga.com.
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